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We consider singular integrals associated to a classical Caldero nZygmund
kernel K and a hypersurface given by the graph of .((t)) where . is an arbitrary
C1 function and  is a smooth convex function of finite type. We give a charac-
terization of those Caldero nZygmund kernels K and convex functions  so that
the associated singular integral operator is bounded on L2 for all C 1 functions ..
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the L2 boundedness of
singular integral operators associated to hypersurfaces in Rn, n3. Let
1(t) be a C1 mapping from a neighborhood of the origin in Rn&1 into Rn
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with 1(0)=0. For x in Rn and f a C 1 function with compact support in
Rn, we set
Hf (x)= lim
=  0 |=|t|1 f (x&1(t)) K(t) dt,
where K(t) is a Caldero nZygmund kernel in Rn&1. That is, K is smooth
(C) away from the origin,
|
a|t| b
K(t) dt=0
for every 0<a<b, and
K(*t)=*&n+1K(t)
for every *>0.
It is known that if 1(t) is smooth and the vectors [(:1t:)(0)], given
by the derivatives of 1 at the origin, span Rn, then
&Hf &L pAp & f &L p , 1<p<.
See [St] for this result. Our main interest is studying what happens when
the vectors (:1t:)(0) do not span Rn. We shall consider surfaces of the
form
1(t)=(t, .((t))),
where t=(t1 , ..., tn&1) and (t) is a smooth convex function of finite type with
(0)={(0)=0. (We say that (t) is of finite type if the graph tn=(t) has
no lines tangent to infinite order.) If (t)=|t|2=t21+ } } } +t
2
n&1 , then
&Hf &L2A & f &L2
for any .. The details of this easy calculation can be found in [KWWZ].
See also [CF].
The main purpose of this paper is to decide for what convex functions
of finite type  and Caldero nZygmund kernels K do we have
&Hf &L2A & f &L2
for all C1 functions . with .(0)=0. To give the answer to this problem we
introduce certain sets which were considered by Schulz, [Sch]. Let
El=[v # Rn&1 | (sv)=O(sl+1) for small s>0].
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From the convexity of , each El is a linear subspace of Rn&1. Clearly
E1=Rn&1, El+1El and  El=[0] (from the finite type condition). We
let l0 be the smallest value of l such that El is not all of Rn&1. We then
have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. If the codimension of El0 in R
n&1 is at least 2, then
&Hf &L2A & f &L2
for all C1 functions . with .(0)=0.
If the codimension of El0 is 1, then H is bounded on L
2 for all C1
functions . if and only if K satisfies an additional cancellation condition.
Theorem 2. Suppose the codimension of El0 is 1, and let v be a non-zero
vector in E =l0 . Then
&Hf &L2A & f &L2
for all C1 functions . with .(0)=0 if and only if K(t) satisfies the additional
cancellation condition
|
a|t|b
v } t0
K(t) dt=0 (1.1)
for all 0<a<b.
Remarks. (1) The dichotomy between Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 may
be motivated by contrasting the situation that (t)=tl0
1
+ } } } +tl0n&1 , n3
and the case that (t)=t2 that is the case of a plane curve. The arguments
of [KWWZ] show that in the first case &Hf &L 2A & f &L2 for all C 1,. In
the case that (t)=t2 the surface is a plane curve and if ,(t2) is convex,
then H is bounded in L2 if and only if ,(t2) satisfies an additional condition,
namely
d
dt
,(t2) } t=Cs2
d
dt
,(t2) } t=s
for all t>0 and some C>0. See [NVWW].
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 1 is to reduce matters to the situa-
tion that (t)=tl01 + } } } +t
l0
j , 2 jn&1, which is analogous to the
situation in [KWWZ] and H is bounded in L2 for all ,. (In fact
j=codim El0 .) The strategy of the proof of Theorem 2 is to reduce matters
to the case of a plane curve in which H is not bounded in L2 for all ,.
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(2) The positive assertions in Theorems 1 and 2 hold for the more
general operators
Hf (x)=| b((t)) K(t) f (x&1(t)) dt
for any bounded function b, with no change in the proof.
(3) Theorem 1 is vacuous and Theorem 2 is trivially true when n=2,
and so nothing new is being proved for singular integrals along curves in
the plane.
Examples. (1) (x, y, z)=x2+ y2+z4 is a convex function of finite
type where l0=2 and
El0=[(0, 0, z) | z # R]
has codimension 2 and so Theorem 1 applies.
(2) (x, y, z)=x2+ y4+z4 is also a convex function of finite type
where l0=2 but
El0=[(0, y, z) | y, z # R]
has codimension 1 and so Theorem 2 applies with v=(1, 0, 0).
Next we turn to examine what happens when the cancellation condition
(1.1) is not satisfied.
Theorem 3. Let . (s)=.(sl0 ). Assume the codimension of El0 is 1, and the
cancellation condition (1.1) fails. Then if . (s) is convex and . (0)=. $(0)=0,
&Hf &L2A & f &L2
if and only if
. $(Cs)2. $(s)
for some C1 and all 0<s1.
Remarks. (1) We shall later show that (t)=P(t)+R(t) where P is a
polynomial and R is smaller than P in an appropriate sense. The significance
of the power l0 is that 1l0 is the smallest power such that .(P(t)) is a convex
function exactly when . (s) is convex.
(2) When (t)=|t|2 and so n=1, Theorem 3 was proved in
[NVWW].
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If El0=[0], which means that  is approximately homogeneous of
degree l0 , we obtain L p results for H and the corresponding maximal
function
Mf (x)= sup
0<h1
1
hn&1 | |t|h | f (x&1(t))| dt.
We again set . (s)=.(sl0 ).
Theorem 4. Suppose n3, El0=[0] and . (s) is convex. Then
&Hf &L pAp & f &L p , 1<p<,
and
&Mf &LpAp & f &Lp , 1<p.
Remark. It is known that the assertion of Theorem 4 fails in general if
the hypothesis that . is convex is dropped, even if (t)=|t|2. See
[SWWZ].
Finally we make one observation in R3 in the case that (t) is not of
finite type. Let t0 be a point on the curve (t)=1 and l(t0) denote the line
tangent to (t)=1 at t0 . Set
E(t0 , =)=[s # R2 | (s)=1 and dist(s, l(t0))=].
Theorem 5. Assume (t) is convex and homogeneous of degree 1. Then if
sup
(t0 )=1
t0
|
1
0
|E(t0 , =)|
d=
=
<,
&Hf &L2A & f &L2 for every C1 function ..
Example. Consider a smooth convex function (x, y), homogeneous of
degree 1, such that for |x|<<| y|,
(x, y)=- x2+ y2 _1+exp \&\- x
2+ y2
|x| +
:
+& .
Clearly  is not of finite type and the integrability condition in Theorem 5
is satisfied exactly when :<1.
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In Section 2 we will prove Theorem 1 and the positive assertion in
Theorem 2 in the special cases where (x, y, z)=x2+ y2+z4 (for
Theorem 1) and (x, y, z)=x2+ y4+z4 (for Theorem 2), where the main
direction of the proof is not clouded by intricate estimates. The proof for
Theorem 1 in the general case will be given in Section 3. Theorems 2 and
3 will be proved in Section 4 and Sections 5 and 6 contain the proofs of
Theorems 4 and 5, respectively.
2. SPECIAL CASES
In this section we will prove Theorem 1 and the positive assertion in
Theorem 2 in the special cases (x, y, z)=x2+ y2+z4 and (x, y, z)=
x2+ y4+z4. We begin with (x, y, z)=x2+ y2+z4. Here no further can-
cellation condition is required for the Caldero nZygmund kernel K. We
need to show
}|=x2+ y2+z 21 ei#.(x
2+ y 2+z4)ei’zei(!1x+!2 y)K(x, y, z) dx dy dz }B (2.1)
uniformly in !=(!1 , !2), ’, # and =>0. Introducing polar coordinates in
the (x, y) integral, the integral in (2.1) becomes
|
=r2+z 21
e i#.(r2+z 4)ei’zr |
2?
0
eir(!1 cos %+!2 sin %)K(r cos %, r sin %, z) d% dr dz.
(2.2)
We split the integral in (2.2) as a sum of two integrals I1+I2 where the r
integration in I1 is restricted to r |!|1 and where the integration in I2 is
over the complementary range. Using the fact that the % integral in (2.2) is
the Fourier transform of a smooth density on the unit circle, we see that
|I1 |C |
r |!|1
r2
(r |!| )12 |

&
1
(r2+z2)42
+
1
r(r3+|z|3)
dz dr
=C |
r |!|1
1
(r |!| )12
dr
r
C.
In I2 we replace eir(!1 cos %+!2 sin %) with 1, creating an error at most a multiple
of
|
r |!|1
r2 |!| |

&
1
(r2+z2)32
dz dr=C |
r |!| 1
|!| dr=C.
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Therefore the integral in (2.2) is
|
2?
0
| |
r |!|1
=r 2+z21
ei#.(r2+z4) ei’zK(r cos %, r sin %, z) r dr dz d%+O(1).
Furthermore the (r, z) integration may be further restricted to the region
where |z|$r12 since integrating |K| over the complementary region gives
a contribution at most
| |
$r12|z|1
1
(r2+z2)32
r dr dz|
|z| 1
1
|z|3 |r((1$) |z| ) 2 r drC.
With the restriction |z|$r12 for small $>0, we may make the change of
variables *=- r2+z4 (so that *tr) in the r integral to write (2.2) as
|
2?
0
|
r(*) |!|1
e i#.(*2)*
_|
=r* 2+z21
|z|$r(*) 12
e i’zK(- *2&z4 cos %, - *2&z4 sin %, z) dz d* d%+O(1),
where r(*)=- *2&z4. r(*) may be replaced by * in the limits of integra-
tion, creating a bounded error, and so matters reduce to showing that the
integral
I=|
2?
0
|
* |!|1
ei#.(*2)*
_|
=* 2+z21
|z|$*12
ei’zK(- *2&z4 cos %, - *2&z4 sin %, z) dz d* d%
is uniformly bounded in #, ’, ! and =>0. Replacing - *2&z4 by * in I
creates an error at most
C |
1
0
|
|z| * 12
z4
(z2+*2)42
dz d*C |
1
0
*12 d*C
and so
I=|
2?
0
|
* |!|1
ei#.(*2)* |
=* 2+z 21
|z|$*12
ei’zK(* cos %, * sin %, z) dz d* d%+O(1).
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Next we will see that we can replace the oscillatory factor ei’z with 1 in the
above integral if we further restrict the * integration to *1|’|. In fact we
can integrate by parts in the z integral to see that the part of the integral
where *|’|1 is at most
C
1
|’| |* |’|1 * |

&
1
(z2+*2)42
dz d*C
1
|’| |* |’| 1
1
*2
d*C.
For * |’|1, replacing ei’z by 1 creates an error at most
C |’| |
* |’|1
* |

&
|z|
(*2+z2)32
dz d*C |’| |
* |’| 1
d*C.
Therefore
I=|
2?
0
|
* |’|1
* |!|1
ei#.(* 2)* |
=* 2+z21
|z| $*12
K(* cos %, * sin %, z) dz d* d%+O(1)
=|
2?
0
|
* |’|1
* |!|1
ei#.(*2)
1
* |
=*2(1+s 2)1
|s| $*&12
K(cos %, sin %, s) ds d* d%+O(1)
=|
2?
0
|
* |’|1
* |!|1
ei#.(*2)
1
* |=*2(1+s2)1 K(cos %, sin %, s) ds d* d%+O(1)
=|
* |’|1
* |!|1
ei#.(*2)
1
* |
2?
0
|
?
0
*sin |*- =
K(sin | cos %, sin | sin %, cos |)
_sin | d| d% d*+O(1).
Here we made the change of variables z=s* followed by s=cot | in the
z integral. Using the fact that
0=|
2?
0
|
?
0
K(sin | cos %, sin | sin %, cos |) sin | d| d%
we easily see (by splitting the * integration at *=- =) that I is uniformly
bounded in #, !, ’ and =>0. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1 in the
case where (x, y, z)=x2+ y2+z4.
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For the example (x, y, z)=x2+ y4+z4 we will show that the integral
|
=x2+ y2+z 21
ei#.(x 2+ y 4+z4)ei’xei(!1 y+!2z)K(x, y, z) dx dy dz (2.3)
is uniformly bounded in #, ’, !=(!1 , !2) and =>0 under the additional
hypothesis that for all 0<a<b
|
x0
ax 2+ y 2+z 2b
K(x, y, z) dx dy dz=0. (2.4)
We would like to make the change of variables *2=x2+ y4+z4 in the x
integral. In order to do this first observe that the integral in (2.3) over the
region $ |x|12- y2+z2 is uniformly bounded. In fact
|||
$ |x| 12<- y2+z 21
|K(x, y, z)| dx dy dz
C ||- y2+z21 dy dz |$ |x| 12- y2+z2
1
( y2+z2)32
dx
C ||- y2+z21
1
- y2+z2
dy dzC.
Hence it suffices to show the uniform boundedness of
II=|
| y | $ |x| 12
=x 2+| y | 1
ei#.(x 2+ y4+z 4)ei’xei! } y K(x, y ) dx dy ,
where y =( y, z). We write II=II++II& where the integration in II+ is
over positive values of x. We first concentrate on II+ , making the change
of variables
*=- x2+ y4+z4, x=x(*, y )=- *2& y4&z4
in the x integral so that xt*. Then
II+=|
1
0
ei#.(*2) |
| y | $* 12
=*2+| y | 21
ei’x(*, y )ei! } y K(x(*, y ), y )
x
*
dy d*+O(1).
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The binomial expansion for x(*, y ) in the region | y |$*12 gives the
following information:
(a) x(*, 0)=*,
x
*
(*, 0)=1,
(b) }xy }t
| y |3
*
, } x* y }t
| y |3
*2
, and
(c)
4x
y4
t
1
*
,
4x
z4
t
1
*
.
Using (a) and (b) we may replace x* by 1 in II+ with an error at most
C |
1
0
1
*2 || y |* 12
| y |4
*3+| y |3
dy d*C |
1
0
* |
|s |*&12
|s | 4
1+|s |3
ds d*
C |
1
0
1
- *
d*C.
Also since x=*+O( | y |4*), we may replace x(*, y ) with * in the kernel K
creating an error at most
C |
1
0
1
* | | y |*12
| y |4
*4+| y |4
dy d*C |
1
0
* |
|s |*&12
|s |4
1+|s | 4
ds d*
C |
1
0
d*=C.
Therefore
II+=|
1
0
ei#.(*2) |
| y | $*12
=*2+| y | 21
ei’x(*, y )ei! } y K(*, y ) dy d*+O(1).
Using the fact that 4xy4t1* and van der Corput’s lemma (see, e.g.,
[St]) in the y integral we see that the part of the integral where * |’|131
is at most
C
1
|’|14 |* |’| 131 *
14 _| 1*4+| y |4 dy +|
1
*3+z3
dz& d*
C
1
|’|14 |* |’| 131
*14
*2
d*C.
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For the part where * |’|131 we expect only to replace ei’x(*, y ) with ei’*
in the region where | y |(*|’| )14 since using (b)
|ei’x(*, y )&ei’* ||’| |x(*, y )&x(*, 0)||’|
| y | 4
*
.
In the complementary region, * |’|131 and | y |(*|’| )14 we see that K
is uniformly integrable. In fact
|
* |’| 131
|
| y | (*|’| ) 14
|K(*, y )| dy d*
|
* |’| 131
|
| y | (*|’| ) 14
1
*3+| y |3
dy d*
C |
* |’| 131
1
* ||s | (*|’| ) 14 (1*)
1
1+|s | 3
ds d*
C |’|14 |
* |’| 131
1
*14
d*C.
Replacing ei’x(*, y ) with ei’* in the region * |’|131 and | y |(*|’| )14
creates an error at most
C |’| |
* |’| 131
1
* || y |(*|’| ) 14
| y | 4
*3+| y |3
dy d*
C |’| |
* |’| 131
*2 |
|s | (*|’| ) 14 (1*)
|s |4
1+|s | 3
ds d*
C
|’|
|’|34 |* |’| 131
1
*14
d*C.
Therefore
II+=|
* |’| 131
ei#.(*2)ei’* |
| y | $* 12
=*2+| y | 21
ei! } y K(*, y ) dy d*+O(1).
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A similar but easier argument allows us to replace ei! } y with 1 if we further
restrict the * integration where * |!|1. Hence making the change of
variables y =*s ,
II+=|
*min( |!| &1, |’|&13 )
0*1
ei#.(*2) ei’* |
| y | $* 12
=*2+| y | 21
K(*, y ) dy d*+O(1)
=|
*min( |!|&1, |’|&13 )
0*1
ei#.(* 2)ei’*
1
* |=*2 (1+|s | 2)1 K(1, s ) ds d*+O(1).
Here we used the fact that
|
|s |*&12
|K(1, s )| ds =O(*12).
Making a polar change of coordinates s =(r cos %, r sin %) followed by
r=tan , 0<?2, in the s integral allows us to write
II+=|
*min( |!| &1, |’|&13 )
0*1
e i#.(*2 )ei’*
_
1
* |
2?
0
|
*cos *- =
0?2
K(cos , sin  cos %, sin  sin %)
_sin  d d% d*+O(1)
=|
*min( |!| &1, |’|&13 )
- =*1
ei#.(*2 )ei’*
_
1
* |
2?
0
|
?2
0
K(cos , sin  cos %, sin  sin %) sin  d d% d*+O(1).
A similar analysis for I& shows
II&=|
*min(|!|&1 |’|&13 )
- =*1
ei#.(*2 )e&i’*
_
1
* |
2?
0
|
?
?2
K(cos , sin  cos %, sin  sin %) sin  d d% d*+O(1).
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Therefore
II=II++II&
=|
*min( |!|&1 |’|&13 )
- =*1
ei#.(*2 ) sin(’*)
_
1
* |
2?
0
|
?
0
K(cos , sin  cos %, sin  sin %) sin  dx d% d*+O(1)
=0+O(1)
by (2.4). Note that when the additional cancellation condition for K is not
satisfied, we are left with a truncated Hilbert transform along the curve
(*, .(*2)) and so we might expect to be able to use the analysis in
[NVWW] when .(*2) is convex.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
According to Schulz [Sch], after a rotation of coordinates, we may write
(t)=P(t)+R(t), (3.1)
where
P(t)= :
r
j=1
aj tl0j + :
n&1
j=r+1
aj tmjj +P1(t).
P(t) is a convex polynomial, P(t)>0 for t{0, aj>0 for 1 jn&1,
l0<mj for r+1 jn&1, P1(t) has no pure powers of t, and if
At:1
1
} } } t:n&1n&1 is a monomial of P1(t),
1
l0
:
r
j=1
: j+ :
n&1
j=r+1
:j
m j
=1.
R(t) is smooth and if Ata1
1
} } } tan&1n&1 is a term in the Taylor expansion of R(t)
1
l0
:
r
j=1
aj+ :
n&1
j=r+1
aj
mj
>1.
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To prove our theorems, we may assume (t) has the form (3.1). The
hypothesis of Theorem 1 asserts that r2. Let H(t) be the part of P(t)
which is homogeneous of degree l0 . Then H(t) is a function of only
t1 , ..., tr . In fact if
A t:1
1
} } } t:rr t
:r+1
r+1 } } } t
:n&2
n&2 t
l0&(:1+ } } } +:n&2 )
n&1
were a monomial of H, then
1
l0
:
r
j=1
: j+ :
n&2
j=r+1
:j
m j
+
l0&(:1+ } } } +:n&2)
mn&1
=1.
This identity would clearly hold if mr+1= } } } mn&1=l0 , so it could not
hold if one of the m’s were bigger than l0 . Similarly every monomial of P(t)
which depends only on t1 , ..., tr belongs to H. So
H(t)=H(t1 , ..., tr)=P(t1 , ..., tr , 0, ..., 0)
is convex and positive if some tj is nonzero.
We write y=(t1 , ..., tr) in Rr and x=(tr+1 , ..., tn&1) in Rn&1&r. We shall
suppose n&r&11, otherwise the proof is similar but simpler. We then
write
P(x, y)=H( y)+P2(x, y).
To prove Theorem 1, we must show for ! in Rr and ’ in Rn&1&r,
}|=|x| 2+| y| 21 ei#.((x, y))e i’ } xei! } yK( y, x) dy dx }B (3.2)
uniformly in !, ’, # and =>0.
We begin by introducing polar coordinates in the y variables. That is, we
write y=s| where s goes from 0 to 1 and | runs over the surface H(w)=1.
The integral in (3.2) becomes
|
H(|)=1
|
=|x| 2+s2 ||| 21
e i#.((x, s|))e i(s! } |+’ } x)K(s|, x) sr&1h(|) ds dx d|,
(3.3)
where h is a smooth function. We let m be the smallest of the values among
the mj ’s, r+1 jn&1, and choose _>0 so that (l0 m)+_<1. We may
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restrict the integration in (3.3) to |x|sl0 m+_ since integrating K over the
complementary region is at most
C ||
s(l0 m)+_|x|1
1
sn&1+|x| n&1
sr&1 ds dx
C |
|x|1
1
|x|n&1 |s|x| * s
r&1 ds dx
C |
|x|1
1
|x|n&r*&1
dxC
since
*=
1
(l0 m)+_
>1 and x # Rn&r&1.
Furthermore in the region |x|s(l0 m)+_,
(x, s|)=sl0+O(sl0+_) (3.4)
and

s
(x, s|)=l0sl0&1+O(sl0&1+_). (3.5)
In fact
(x, s|)=sl0+P2(x, s|)+R(x, s|)
and every monomial in P2 or any monomial in R of the form x:(s|); with
|:|>0 has the bound
|x:(s|);|s((l0m)+_) |:|+|;|sl0+_.
Also any monomial in R of the form (s|); is O(sl0+1). Therefore we may
make the change of variables
*l0=(x, s|) (3.6)
in s for fixed x and | and write (3.3) as
|
H(|)=1
h(|) |
1
0
ei#.(*l0 ) |
|x|s (l0 m)+_
=|x| 2+s 2 ||| 21
ei’ } xeis! } |K(s|, x) sr&1
_
s
*
dx d* d|+O(1), (3.7)
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where s=s(*, |, x). From (3.4) and (3.5) we have, for some =>0,
s=*+O(*1+=) and
s
*
=1+O(*=).
Also we have
} sx }C*1&(l0m) (3.8)
which follows by differentiating (3.6) with respect to x, giving
0=

x
+

s
s
x
.
Equation 3.5 implies st*l0&1 and a similar argument which estab-
lished (3.4) and (3.5) shows (x)=O(*l0&(l0 m)) and thus (3.8).
Arguing as in Section 2, using the above estimates on the derivatives of
s(*, |, x) and s itself, shows that we may replace s(*, |, x) by * (except in
the oscillation eis! } |) and s* by 1 with a uniformly bounded error. Also
we can replace |||2 with 1 in the limits of integration since K is uniformily
integrable over the difference of these regions. Thus the integral in (3.7) is
|
1
0
ei#.(* l0 )*r&1 |
|x| * (l 0 m)+_
=|x| 2+*21
e i’ } x
_|
H(|)=1
eis(*, |, x) ! } |K(*|, x) h(|) d| dx d*+O(1). (3.9)
Consider first the contribution to (3.9) from those values of * where
* |!|1. Since H(|)=1 is of finite type we may for each |0 on H(|)=1
parametrize H(|)=1 in a neighborhood of |0 as
|0+({1 , ..., {r&1 , g({1 , ..., {r&1)),
where g(0)=0, {g(0)=0, and for some j02,
 jg
{ j1
(0)=0
for 1 j j0&1 and
 j0g
{ j0
1
(0){0.
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It follows that we may assume
 j0 g
{ j0
1
{0
for all { in a neighborhood of 0. Therefore since s(*, |, x)t*,
}|
H(|)=1
||&|0 | $
e is(*, |, x)! } |h(|) dw }C 1(* |!| )$
for some positive $ by van der Corput’s lemma. Integrating by parts now
shows that the contribution to the integral in (3.9) from those * where
* |!|1 is at most
C |
* |!|1
*r&1
*
(* |!| )$ |R n&r&1
1
*n+|x|n
dx d*C |
* |!|1
1
(* |!| )$
d*
*
C.
Furthermore in the region * |!|1, we may replace eis(*, |, x)! } | with 1
creating an error at most
|
* |!|1
* |!| *r&1 |
|x|* (l0 m)+_
1
*n&1+|x|n&1
dx d*C |
* |!|1
* |!|
d*
*
C.
Thus the proof of Theorem 1 reduces to showing that the integral
I=|
* |!|1
ei#.(*l0 )*r&1 |
H(|)=1
|
|x| * (l0 m)+_
=|x| 2+* 21
ei’ } xK(*|, x) h(|) dx d| d*
is uniformly bounded in #, !, ’ and =>0. Putting x=*z makes
I=|
* |!|1
ei#.(* l0 )
1
* |H(|)=1 |
|z|* (l0m)+_&1
=*2 ( |z| 2+1)1
ei*’ } zK(|, z) h(|) dz d| d*
and using the fact
|
(C*) $|z|
|K(|, z)| dz=O \ *C+
r$
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three times, first with $=1 and C=- =, then with $=1 and C=1, and
finally with $=1&((l0m)+_) and C=1, we see that
I=|
A - =*1|!|
ei#.(*
l
0 )
1
* |H(|)=1 | e
i*’ } zK(|, z) h(|) dz d| d*+O(1)
if A is chosen large enough. An integration by parts in the z integral shows
that the part of the integral where * |’|1 is at most (up to boundary
terms)
C
1
|’| |* |’| 1
1
*2 |Rn&r&1 sup| |{K(|, z)| dz d*
C
1
|’| |* |’| 1
1
*2 ||z| 1
1
|z| n
dz d*C,
and so
I=|
*min(1|!|, 1|’| )
A - =*1
e i#.(*l0 )
1
* | H(|)
=1 | ei*’ } zK(|, z) h(|) dz d| d*+O(1).
The boundary terms are handled similarly. Replacing ei*’ } z by 1 creates an
error at most
C |’| |
* |’|1
|
H(|)=1
|
|z|
||| n&1+|z| n&1
dz d| d*C
since r2. Therefore
I=|
*min(1|!|, 1|’| )
A - =*1
ei#.(* l0 )
1
* |H(|)=1 | K(|, z) h(|) dz d| d*+O(1),
and so it suffices to show
|
H(|)=1
|
R n&r&1
K(|, z) h(|) dz d|=0. (3.10)
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Now for any $>0
0=|
1&$| y| 2+|x| 21
K( y, x) dy dx
=|
H(|)=1
|
1&$* 2 ||| 2+|x| 21
*r&1K(*|, x) h(|) d* d| dx
=|
H(|)=1
|
1&$* 2( ||| 2+|z| 2 )1
K(|, z) h(|)
d*
*
d| dz
=|
H(|)=1
h(|) |
R n&r&1
K(|, z) |
1&$||| 2+|z| 2*21||| 2+|z| 2
d*
*
dz d|.
Dividing by $ and letting $  0 gives (3.10) and this finishes the proof of
Theorem 1. K
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3
We may again assume (t) is of the general form (3.1), where now r=1.
The cancellation condition (1.1) now becomes
|
7+
K(t) d_(t)=0,
where 7+=[t # Rn&1 | |t|=1, t1>0] is the ‘‘upper’’ hemisphere of S n&2. It
will be convenient to let t1 be denoted by y and (t2 , ..., tn&1)=x # Rn&2.
We are then concerned with the uniform boundedness of
|| ei#.(( y, x))ei! } xei’yK( y, x) dy dx=||
y>0
+||
y<0
=I+II.
Theorems 2 and 3 will then follow if we can prove for some b, 0<b<1,
I=|
*min(1|!|, 1|’| b )
0*1
e i#.(*l0 )ei’q(*)
d*
* |7+ K(|) d_(|)+O(1), (4.1)
II=&|
*min(1|!| , 1|’| b )
o*1
ei#.(*l0 )e&i’q(*)
d*
* |7+ K(|) d_(|)+O(1), (4.2)
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and for . (*)=.(*l0) convex,
|
*min(1|!| , 1|’| b )
0*1
ei#. (*) sin(’q(*))
d*
*
(4.3)
is uniformly bounded in #, ’ and ! if and only if
. $(C*)2. $(*)
for some C1 and 0<*1. Here q(*)=*+O(*1+=) and q$(*)=
1+O(*=).
We begin with the proof of (4.1). It will convenient to write (3.1) in the
form
( y, x)=Ayl0+ :
n&2
j=1
aj xmjj + :
n&2
j=1
bjx:jj y
;j+P2( y, x)+R( y, x), (4.4)
where l0<mj , 1 jn&2, A>0, aj>0, bj {0, 1 jn&2 and each
monomial of P2( y, x) has the form x:j y
; with :>:j , or contains powers of
at least two different xj ’s. Let m=min1 jn&2(mj) and choose _>0 such
that (l0 m)+_<1. Again
|
|x| y(l0 m)+_
|K(x, y)| dx dy=O(1)
and so it suffices to study I in the region |x| y(l0 m)+_. In this region we
wish to make a change of variables
*l0=( y, x) (4.5)
in the y integral. As in Section 3, |x| y(l0 m)+_ implies that y= y(x, *)
defined implicitly by (4.5) satisfies
y(x, *)=A&1l0*+O(*1+_), (4.6)
y
*
=A&1l0+O(*_), (4.7)
and
}yx }C*1&(l0m). (4.8)
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Therefore, as before, making the change of variables (4.5), shows
I=|
0*1
ei#.(*l0 ) |
|x|  y (l0 m)+_
eix } !ei’y(x, *)K(x, *) dx d*+O(1). (4.9)
To study (4.9), it is necessary to have information on the derivatives of y
with respect to the x variables.
Lemma 6. Suppose |x|*(l0 m)+_.
(1) For $>0 small,
} 
ky
xkj
(x, *) }$*1&k(l0 mj ), 1k:j&1, 1 jn&2.
(2)
:jy
x:jj
(x, *)t*1&:j (l0 mj ), 1 jn&2.
(3) For every ;=(;1 , ..., ;n&2) with 0;j:j , 1 jn&2,
} 
;y
x;
(x, *) }C*1&l0  j=1n&2 ( ;j mj ).
(4) For every ;=(;1 , ..., ;n&2) with 0;j: j&1, 1 jn&2,
either
 ;y
x ;
(0, *)t* p;
for some p;>&|;|, or
 ;y
x ;
(0, *)=O(*N )
for every N.
Proof of Lemma. For M large, write
( y, x)=Ayl0+ :
n&2
j=1
bjx:jj y
;j+ :
u, ;
cu, ;xuy;+O( |x|M)+O( yM),
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where A>0, b1 , ..., bn&2 {0, (:j mj )+(; j l0 )=1 for 1 jn&2, each
xuy ; satisfies n&2j=1 (uj m j )+( ;l0 )1 and if u=(0, ..., uj , ..., 0), then
uj>:j . To prove (1), we will show inductively that in the larger region,
|xj |=*l0 mj, 1 jn&2,
} 
ky
xkj }$*1&kl0mj, 1k:j&1, (4.10)
provided ===($)>0 is small enough. We first prove (4.10) for k=1 (so
:j2 or there is nothing to prove). If we differentiate (4.5) with respect to
xj , noting yt* from (4.6), we obtain
0=C1
y
x j
+C2 ,
where
C1=Al0 yl0&1+O(*l0+1)+E
and E is a finite sum of terms of the form xuy ;&1 where u=(u1 , ..., un&2)
{0 and n&2j=1(u jm j )+(;l0 )1. Hence for =>0 small enough, |x
uy ;&1|
$*l0&1 and therefore
C1 t*l0&1.
C2 is O(*l0 ) plus a finite sum of terms of the form x&1j x
uy ; with uj2 and
(|u|m)+( ;l0 )1. Thus for =>0 small enough,
|x&1j x
uy ; |$* |u| (l0m)+;*&l0 mj
$*l0&(l0 mj )
and so C2=O($*l0&(l0 mj )) which proves (4.10) with k=1.
Next we assume (4.10) for kk0&1 where k0:j&1, and prove (4.10)
for k=k0 . Differentiating (4.5) k0 times with respect to xj , we again obtain
0=D1
k0y
xk0j
+D2 ,
where as before D1 t*l0&1. D2 consists of a finite sum of products of terms
involving either a positive power of x or a derivative of order at most
k0&1 of y with respect to xj . In the first case we pick up an = from the
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powers of x and in the second case we pick up a $ from the induction
hypothesis. So we only need to determine the magnitude of each term in
D2 . Since each term in the expression for ( y, x) is O(*l0 ), we only need
to understand how the powers of * decrease when we differentiate a
product involving xu and
\
ky
xkj +
p
, 1kk0&2,
with respect to xj . Differentiating xu gives x&1j x
u, losing *&l0 mj and
differentiating
\
ky
xkj +
p
gives \
ky
xkj +
p&1 k+1y
xk+1j
,
losing *&(1&k(l0 mj ))*1&(k+1)(l0 mj )=*&l0 mj
by induction. Therefore each term in D2 is O($*l0&k0(l0 mj )) and this finishes
the proof of (4.10) and thus (1) of the lemma.
The proof of (2) follows in the same way as the proof of (1). The only
difference is that differentiating the term bj x:jj y
;, bj {0, contributes a term
bj :j ! y;jt*;j and so
D2t*;j+O($*l0&:j (l0 mj ))t*l0&:j (l0 mj )
since (:j mj )+(;j l0 )=1. This shows (2).
The proof of (3) follows similarly. We use induction on the partial order-
ing u=(u1 , ..., un&2);=(;1 , ..., ;n&2) if and only if uj; j , 1 jn&2.
(1) and (2) show (3) is true for all pure derivatives, ;=(0, ..., ;j , ..., 0). The
arguments used in proving (1) and (2) show that if (3) is true for all u  ;,
then differentiating (4.5) shows
0=D1
 ;y
x ;
+D2 ,
where D1 t*l0&1 and
D2=O(*l0&l0  j=1
n&2 ( ;j mj )),
proving (3).
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Finally to prove (4), we first note that (3) implies that it is enough to
show (4) for any power p; . Again we use induction on the partial ordering
, supposing (4) is true for all u  ;. Rewriting (4.4) expresses (4.5) as
*l0=Ayl0+ :
u;
u
au( y) xu+O( |x| |;|+1), (4.11)
where a0( y)=O( yl0+1), a$0( y)=O( yl0 ) and the au ’s are smooth. Taking the
;th derivative of (4.11) gives
0=[Al0 yl0&1(0, *)+a$0( y(0, *))]
;y
x ;
(0, *)+C(*),
where C(*) is a finite sum of terms of the form
a(s)( y(0, *)) ‘
u  ;
u \
uy
xu
(0, *)+
qu
for some non-negative integers qu . Here a( y) is either a power of y or one
of the au ’s. Using the fact that y(0, *)t* and the inductive hypothesis, we
see that C(*)t* p for some p or C(*)=O(*N) for every N. Since
 ;y
x ;
(0, *)=&
C(*)
[Al0 yl0&1(0, *)+a$0( y(0, *))]
and a$0( y)=O(*
l0 ), we have shown (4) and this finishes the proof of the
lemma. K
We now turn back to the proof of (4.1) where we are examining the
integral in (4.9). Let us write
y(x, *)=M1(x, *)+M2(x, *),
where M1(x, *) is a polynomial in x1 of degree :1&1 and M2 is that part
of the Taylor expansion of y(x, *) in the variable x1 that is O( |x1 |:1). We
wish to replace the integral in (4.9) by a similar integral where y(x, *) is
replaced by M1(x, *) and the * integral is restricted to
*\ 1|’|+
1(:1+}(:1 ))
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where }(:1)=1&:1 (l0m1 ). Note that :1+}(:1)>1. Since
:1y
x:1
1
t*1&:1(l0 m1 )
by part (2) of Lemma 1 and since :12, an application of Van der
Corput’s lemma together with integration by parts shows
}|*(1|’| ) 1(:1+}(:1 )) ei#.(*
l0 ) |
|x| y( l0 m)+_
ei! } xei’y(x, *)K(x1*) dx d* }
C \ 1|’|+
1:1
|
*(1|’| ) 1(:1+}(:1 )) \
1
*+
(1:1 )[1&:1 (l0 m1 )]
|
Rn&2
1
|x|n+*n
dx d*
C \ 1|’|+
1:1
|
*(1|’| ) 1(:1+}(:1 ))
*l0 m1
*2+(1:1 )
d*
C \ 1|’|+
1:1
|’| (1(:1+}(:1 ))[1+(1:1 )&(l0 m1 )]
=C \ 1|’|+
1:1
|’| (1:1 )[(:1+}(:1 ))(:1+}(:1 ))]=C.
In the region
*\ 1|’|+
1(:1+}(:1 ))
we would like to replace ei’y(x, *) by ei’M1 (x, *). We expect to be able to
replace ei’y(x, *) by ei’M1(x, *) with a bounded error when
|x|\ 1|’| *}(:1 )+
1:1
since
|ei’y(x, *)&ei’M1 (x, *)|C |’| *1&:1(l0 m1 ) |x|:1C
when |x|(1|’| *}(:1 ))1:1. However in the complementary region, when
*\ 1|’|+
1(:1+}(:2 ))
and |x|\ 1|’| *}(:1 )+
1:1
,
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K is uniformly integrable. In fact
|
*(1|’| ) 1(:1+}(:1 ))
|
|x|(1|’| *}(:1 )) 1:1
|K(x, *)| dx d*
C |
*(1|’| ) 1(:1+}(:1 ))
|
|x|(1( |’| *}(:1 )))1:1
1
|x| n&1
dx d*
|
*(1|’| ) 1:1+}(:1 )
( |’| *}(:1 ))1:1 d*
=C |
|’| 1(:1+}(:1 ))*1
( |’| 1(:1+}(:1 ))*) (}(:1 ):1 )+1
d*
*
C
since
}(:1)
:1
=
1&:1 (l0 m1 )
:1
>&1.
Replacing ei’y(x, *) by ei’M1 (x, *) when
*\ 1|’|+
1:1+}(:1 )
and |x|\ 1|’| *}(:1 )+
1:1
creates an error at most
C |’| |
*(1|’| ) 1(:1+}(:1 ))
*}(:1 ) |
|x|(1|’| *}(:1 )) 1:1
|x| :1
|x|n&1
dx d*
C |’| |
*(1|’| ) 1(:1+}(:1 ))
*}(:1 )
( |’| *}(:1 )) (1:1 )(:1&1)
d*
C |
|’| 1(:1+}(:1 )) *1
( |’|1(:1+}(:1 ))*) (:1+}(:1 )):1
d*
*
C
since
:1+}(:1)
:1
=1&
l0
m1
+
1
:1
>0.
Therefore
I=|
*(1|’| ) 1(:1+K(:1 ))
0*1
ei#.(* l0 ) |
|x| y (l0 m)+_
ei! } xei’M1 (x, *) K(x, *) dx d*+O(1).
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Since
M1(x, *)= :
:1&1
k=0
1
k!
ky
xk1
(0, x2 , ..., xn&2) xk1 ,
we see that for 2 jn&2,
:j M1
x:jj
(x, *)=
:jy
x:jj
(0, x2 , ..., xn&2)
+ :
:1&1
k=1
1
k!
k+:jy
xk1 x
:j
j
(0, x2 , ..., xn&2) xk1 .
Also since |x1 |=*l0 m1, we have by part (3) of Lemma 1,
} :
:1&1
k=1
1
k!
k+:jy
xk1 x
:j
j
(0, x2 , ..., xn&2) xk1 }
=*k(l0 m1 )*1&l0 ((km1 )+(:jmj ))=*1&l0 (:j mj ),
and since
:jy
x:jj
t*1&l0(:j mj )
by part (2) of Lemma 1, we conclude that for 2 jn&2,
:j M1
x:jj
(x, *)t*1&l0(:j mj ).
Therefore we may proceed in the same manner to find that up to a bounded
error
I=|
*1|’| $
e i#.(*l0 ) |
|x|*(l0 m)+_
ei! } xei’Q(x, *) K(x, *) dx d*
for some 0<$<1 where
Q(x, *)= :
;j:j&1
;
1
;!
 ;y
x;
(0, *) x ;.
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By part (4) of Lemma 1, we have for each ; with ;j:j&1, 1 jn&2,
either
 ;y
x ;
(0, *)t* p;
for some p;>&|;| or
 ;y
x ;
(0, *)=O(*N )
for every N. If the latter occurs, then up to a bounded error, we may clearly
replace ei’(; yx ;)(0, *) x ; by 1. When the former occurs, that is, when
(;yx ;)(0, *) behaves like a power of *, we can repeat the above argu-
ment to see that for some (other) $, 0<$<1,
I=|
*1|’| $
ei#.(*l0 )ei’y(0, *)
_|
|x|* (l0 m)+_
e i  j=1
n&2 (!j+*
pj’j ) xj K(x, *) dx d*+O(1).
For each xj integral, by splitting the * integral where * is smaller or larger
than |!j ’j |1pj, we can once again repeat the same argument to conclude
that
I=|
*min(1|!|, 1|’| b )
ei#.(*l0 )ei’y(0, *) |
|x|*(l0 m)+_
K(x, *) dx d*+O(1)
=|
*min(1|!|, 1|’| b )
ei#.(*l0 )ei’y(0, *)
1
* |R n&2 K(z, 1) dz d*+O(1)
for some 0<b<1. Thus the proof of (4.1) will be finished once we establish
the identity
|
R n&2
K(x, 1) dx=|
7+
K(|) d_(|). (4.12)
This is done by making the change of variables
xj=
sj
1&|s|2
, 1 jn&2.
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In evaluating the Jacobian of this change of variables, we need to observe
that if an r_r matrix (:j, k) is defined by :j, k=s jsk for j{k and :j, j=
1&|s|2&s2j , then
det(:j, k)=(1&|s| 2)r&1.
This calculation was shown to us by A. Carbery and is carried out in the
appendix. This establishes (4.12) and finishes the proof of (4.1). The proof
of (4.2) is similar. It remains to prove (4.3).
Suppose first that there is no constant C0 so that . $(C0 *)2. $(*) for
0<*1. Then there exists a sequence of points *jz0 such that
*j. $(*j)
*j . $(*j)&. (*j)
 .
See, e.g., [NVWW]. Let
#j=
?
4
1
*j. $(*j)&. (*j)
, ’j=#j. $(*j),
and choose !j so that
1
!j
=min \* j , 1’bj ,
1
’1+=j +
where =>0 is chosen so that q(*)=*+O(*1+=). Then
}|
1!
0
ei#j . (*) sin(’jq(*))
d*
* }= }|
1!
1’j
ei(#j . (*)&’j *)
d*
* }+O(1)
A log \’j!j+A log(*j’j)  +
for some A>0 since *j’j   and
0’j*&#j . (*)
?
4
for all 0**j .
Finally let us turn to the proof of the sufficiency of (4.3) and assume
. (0)=. $(0)=0, . $(C0t)2. $(t) for some C01. It suffices to show that
the integral
II=|
1’t1
ei#. (t)e&i’q(t)
dt
t
(4.13)
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is uniformly bounded in #, ’>0. First assume 10#>’. Choosing t0 such
that . $(t0)=’# we write
II=|
1’tt0C0
+|
t0 C0tC0 t0
+|
C0 t0t1
=A+B+D.
For 1’tt0 C0 , (ddt)(’t&#. (t))=’&#. $(t)’&#. $(t0C0 )’2,
and so integrating by parts shows
|A|
1
’ |1’t1 ’ |q$(t)&1|
dt
t
+
1
’ |1’t
1
t2
dt+C
C |
1
0
t=
dt
t
+CC.
Also
|B||
t0 C0tC0 t0
1
t
dt2 log(C0).
For C0 t0t, (ddt)(#. (t)&’t)=#. $(t)&’(#2) . $(t), and so integrating
by parts show
|D|
1
# |1’t0t \
. "(t)
t[. $(t)]2
+
1
. $(t) t2
+
’ |q$(t)&1|
. $(t)t + dt+
’
#
1
. $(t0)

’
# |t0t
. "(t)
[. $(t)]2
dt+
1
. $(t0) _
’
#
+C
’
# |
1
0
t=
t
dt&+’#
1
. $(t0)
C
’
#
1
. $(t0)
C
since ’#=. $(t0). Next suppose 10#’. Then in a neighborhood of the
origin, (ddt)[’t&#. (t)]’2, and so integrating by parts shows
|II |
1
’ _|1’t ’ |q$(t)&1|
dt
t
+|
1’t
1
t2&+C
C |
1
0
t=
dt
t
+CC.
This completes the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. K
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We will prove the L p boundedness of the maximal function
Mf (x$, xn)= sup
0<h1
1
hn&1 }||t|h f (x$&t, xn&.((t)) dt } .
The proof for the singular integral is similar.
When El0=[0], the main term P(t), in the decomposition (3.1) for (t),
(t)=P(t)+R(t), is a positive homogeneous polynomial of degree l0 . R(t)
consists of all the terms in the Taylor expansion of  with degree greater
than l0 . The proof of L p boundedness for M in the case P(t)=|t|2 and
R(t)#0 is carried out in [KWWZ]. We will see that slight modifications
of the arguments given in [KWWZ] work for the general case.
It will be convenient for us to use polar coordinates with respect to the
surface P(|)=1. That is, every t{0 # Rn&1 can be written uniquely as
t=r| where r>0 and P(|)=1. We also introduce a norm & }& so that
&t&=&rw&=r. Since the Euclidean norm of |, |||, is bounded above and
below as | runs over the surface P(|)=1, it is clear that the maximal
function Mf (x) is pointwise comparable to the maximal function defined in
terms of averages with respect to the norm & }&. Therefore it suffices to
consider
Mf (x)=sup
k>0
2k(n&1) }| /(2k &t&) f (x&1(t)) dt } =def supk>0 | f V d+k(x)|,
where / is a smooth cut-off function supported in [1, 2] and chosen so that
2k(n&1) |
R n&1
/(2k &t&) dt#1.
To prove L p bounds for M we introduce dilations [$(t)]t>0 , defined by
$(t)(!, #)=(t!, . (t)#). Although the ‘‘balls’’ generated with respect to these
dilations do not in general form a space of homogeneous type with respect
to Lebesgue measure, an appropriate singular integral and Littlewood
Paley theory for the dilations [$(t)]t>0 has been worked out in
[CCVWW]. Using this theory and well-known techniques, following the
arguments detailed in [KWWZ], we reduce ourselves to proving two basic
estimates for the Fourier transform of the measures [d+k] defined above,
|d+k@(!, #)&1|C |$(2&k+3)(!, #)|, (5.1)
and
|d+k@(!, #)|C |$(2&k&1)(!, #)|&= (5.2)
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for some =>0. Using polar coordinates t=r|,
d+k@(!, #)=2k(n&1) |
R
|
P(|)=1
/(2kr) ei!r } |ei#.((r|))rn&2h(|) d| dr, (5.3)
where h(|) is some smooth function. Since (r|)=rl0+O(rl0+1), we have
for k>0 large, .((r|)). (2&k+3) when 2&kr2&k+1. Therefore
|d+k@(!, #)&1|C[2&k |!|+. (2&k+3) |#|]C |$(2&k+3)(!, #)|,
establishing (5.1). To prove (5.2) we make the change of variables
*l0=(r|)=rl0+R(r|) (5.4)
in the r integral in (5.3) for fixed |. For k>0 large this is a good change
of variables and so
d+k@(!, #)=2k(n&1) |
R
ei#. (*) |
P(|)=1
eir(*, |)! } |/(2kr(*, |))
_
r
*
rn&2(*, |) h(|) d| d*. (5.5)
From (5.4) one easily deduces the following estimates on the derivatives of
r(*, |):
r(*, |)=*+O(*2),
r
*
=1+O(*), (5.6)
{| r=O(*),
r
* |
=O(1), (5.7)
2r
*2
=O \1*+ . (5.8)
Since P(|)=1 is of finite type, we can argue as in Section 3 to find an =>0
such that
}|P(|)=1 eir(*, |)! } |h(|) d| }C
1
|*!| 2=
.
Now integrating by parts, using (5.6) and (5.7), shows
|d+k@(!, #)|C \ 12&k&1 |!|+
2=
,
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establishing (5.2) if
- |#| . (2&k&1)C2&k&1 |!|.
On the other hand, if
C2&k&1 |!|- |#| . (2&k&1),
we perform the * integration first, writing (5.5) as
d+k@ (!, #)=2k(n&1) |
P(|)=1
h(|) |
R
ei[#. (*)+*! } |] ei[r(*, w)&*] ! } |
_/(2kr)
r
*
rn&2 d* d|.
For 2&kr(*, |)2&k+1, we have
} * [#. (*)+*! } |] }
|#|
2
. $(2&k&1)|#|
. (2&k&1)
2&k
since 2&k |!|<<|#| . (2&k&1). Thus integrating by parts, using (5.6) and
(5.8), shows
|d+k@(!, #)|C _ 1|#| . (2&k&1)+
|!| 2&k
|#| . (2&k&1)&
C
1
- |#| . (2&k&1)
C
1
- |$(2&k&1)(!, #)|
since C2&k |!|- |#| . (2&k&1).
This completes the proof of (5.1) and (5.2) from which the L p bounded-
ness of the maximal function follows as in [KWWZ].
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
We need to show that the multiplier for H,
m(!, #)=||
t # R2
|t|1
ei#.((t))ei! } tK(t) dt (6.1)
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is uniformly bounded for ! # R2 and # # R. Introducing polar coordinates
with respect to the convex curve (t)=1, we may write (6.1) as
|
1
0
ei#.(r)
1
r |(|)=1 e
ir! } |K(|) h(|) d| dr (6.2)
for some smooth function h(|). The argument used in the proof of
Theorem 1 to establish (3.10) shows
|
(|)=1
K(|) h(|) d|=0
and so the part of the integral in (6.2) where r1|!| is at most
C |
r1|!|
1
r }|(|)=1 (eir! } |&1) K(|) h(|) d| } drC |!| |r1|!| drC.
For the region where r1|!|, we observe that the inner integral in (6.2)
is the Fourier transform of a smooth density on the convex curve (|)=1
evaluated at r!. This Fourier transform can be estimated in terms of the
‘‘balls,’’ E(t, =), introduced in Section 1. In fact
}|(|)=1 eir! } | K(|) h(|) d| }C _}E \t1(!),
1
r |!|+}+ }E \t2(!),
1
r |!|+}& ,
where t1(!) and t2(!) are the two points on the curve (t)=1 whose
tangent lines are normal to !. See [BNW]. Therefore the part of the
integral in (6.2) where r1|xi | can be estimated by
C sup
(t)=1
t
|
1|!| r }E \t,
1
r |!|+}
dr
r
C sup
(t)=1
t
|
1
0
|E(t, $)|
d$
$
.
Hence the multiplier m(!, #) is uniformly bounded in ! and # if the quantity
sup
(t)=1
t
|
1
0
|E(t, $)|
d$
$
is finite. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. K
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7. APPENDIX
In this appendix we will compute the determinant of an r_r matrix
A=[:j, k] of the form A=cI+B where B=[bj, k] and bj, k=b s j tk . We
will show that
det(A)=cr+cr&1 b :
r
j=1
sj tj . (7.1)
For the example we need in this paper, :j, k=s jsk for j{k and :j, j=
1&|s|2+s2j . Therefore taking t j=s j , c=1&|s|
2 and b=1 in the above
formula (7.1) gives us the desired result det(A)=(1&|s|2)r&1 in this case.
To prove (7.1) first note that as a function of s=(s1 , ..., sr), det(A) is an
affine function in each of the variables sj separately. Also computing any
pure mixed derivative, e.g., 3s1 s2 s3 , of det(A) gives rise to two or
more rows being identical and therefore zero. Hence expanding det(A) in
its Taylor series in s about the origin, we see that (7.1) follows from the fact
that for each 1 jr, the partial derivative of det(A) with respect to sj at
the origin is cr&1btj . This is a straightforward computation. K
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